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Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) present an efficient, clean, and flexible means of energy conversion, but
the limited durability of the cells in practical applications has impeded their commercial adoption.
Degradation occurs within the cathode upon long-term operation and exposure to various environmental
contaminants, including H2O. The contaminants cause significant microstructural and compositional
changes within the cathode that adversely affect activation, polarization mechanisms, and ionic and
electronic conductivities. Previous works have demonstrated that a number of quantifiable
microstructural characteristics can be directly related to SOFC performance, the most important of these
being triple phase boundary length (LTPB) and pore surface area [1-2]. These parameters have not been
examined during cell degradation, and further analysis under these conditions provides insight into
specific cell degradation mechanisms, informing future fabrication and operation criteria.
Three-dimensional quantifications of porous SOFC cathodes have been obtained after aging in both
clean and contaminated atmospheres, under cathodic, anodic, and no polarization. The cathodes
consisted of 50 wt% La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSM) and 50 wt% (Y2O3)0.08-(ZrO2)0.92 (8-YSZ), screen printed
onto a YSZ electrolyte to form LSM-YSZ /YSZ/LSM-YSZ symmetric cells. The structure of these
cathodes was quantitatively analyzed using a serial nanotomography technique within the FIB/SEM
(Figure 1). The reconstructed volumes were quantified by a number of parameters, including LTPB,
particle/pore size and distribution, surface area coverage, porosity, volume fraction, and tortuosity.
Information relating to phase connectivity was compared for each cell through a skeletonization process.
These parameters were analyzed in relation to electrochemical cell performance results, and correlated
with composition changes observed via TEM/EELS.
Figure 1 shows four reconstructed LSM/YSZ cathodes for different aging/polarization conditions. The
average reconstructed volume was approximately 4000 μm3. After reconstruction, the ratios of
segmented LSM and YSZ matched those expected from the starting source material, indicating no
significant redistribution of phases occurred during aging. Analysis of the phase surface area and
volume revealed that the LSM particles were significantly larger and had much lower specific surface
areas (per volume) than the other phases. There did not appear to be a significant effect on these
parameters from aging in either environment. Likewise, the phase distribution was anisotropic with
respect to the electrolyte/cathode interface, meaning there was no significant deviation from the average,
regardless of location within the cathode.
The connectivity of the phases was analyzed by computing a skeletonized representation of the
segmented image data. In all LSM/YSZ cathodes, the YSZ and pore networks were found to be
completely percolated, while the LSM phase was greatly fragmented, indicating that electronic
conduction out of the cathode is limited in these cells. The tortuosity (τ) of each phase was also
calculated in each direction by tracking the phases’ two-dimensional center of mass (slice-by-slice). The
ratio of phase fraction (Vp) to tortuosity is related to the effective diffusivity (Deff) in a material (and thus
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rrelated to thee conductiviity) [3]. Forr the YSZ ph
hase, this fr action was ffound to be smallest in the cells
aaged under H2O contam
mination, sug
ggesting thatt the presencce of water decreases Deff in these cells. No
ssignificant diifference waas observed for
f LSM and
d the pore phhases.
T
The final microstructural property an
nalyzed was a calculatioon of the tripple phase bouundary netw
work. The
ppoints wheree three phasses join reprresent possib
ble sites forr the oxygenn reduction reaction (OR
RR), and
pprovide a paathway for th
he reaction products
p
to be
b conductedd. The conneectivity of thhe TPB netw
work was
aanalyzed to predict wheether a portiion of the network is exxpected to bbe active byy determininng if it is
cconnected across the volume of th
he cathode that has beeen sampledd. Isolated T
TPB segmeents were
ppredicted to be inactive. The results of this analysis are pplotted in Figgure 2a-b; tthe results sshow that
w
while both samples
s
ageed in dry airr had similaar active TP
PB fractions,, the H2O-C
Cathodic sam
mple was
ssignificantly lower, poteentially imp
pacting perfo
ormance. Fiinally, detailed interfaciial analysis of these
ccathodes wass performed with TEM-E
EELS, with which signiificant cationn (Mn) segreegation was observed
((Figure 2c-d)). These variious parameters were theen related too observed ellectrochemiccal performaance. [4]

F
Figure 1: Viisualizationss of the four reconstructeed LSM/YSZ
Z composite cathodes. T
The
aaging/polarizzation condittions for eacch are (a) Airr, (b) Air-Caathodic, (c) H2O-Anodic, and (d) H2O
OC
Cathodic. Ph
hases are disttinguished by
b color: LSM
M in red (daark), YSZ in yellow (lighht), and poree phase
eexcluded forr clarity. A portion of thee bulk YSZ electrolyte
e
iss visible in thhe rear of eaach reconstruuction.

F
Figure 2: (a)) Total, activ
ve, and inacttive TPB den
nsities for eaach reconstruucted LSM/Y
YSZ samplee. (b)
S
Same data ass (a), comparring active vs.
v inactive fractions
f
of tthe TPB netw
work. (c) HA
AADF-STEM
M signal
aand EELS in
ntensity mapss of the back
kground (d) and Mn-L2,33 (e) edge bettween YSZ grains after NMF
ddecompositio
on.
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